Servocontrol
With multifunctional joystick (equipments and speed
controlling), to well operate and leave the operator left
hand always free at the steering wheel

Telescopic boom
Double telescopic boom for excellent unloading height
(extra 1050mm extended). Locking valves and overload
alarm.

Skyline cabin
Skyline cabin with paved full-integrated cell, mounted on
anti-vibration devices to provide first rate acoustic
isolation. Wide glasses, window on the roof. High comfort,
wide visibility.

Side windows
180° opening, alligned with high resistance automatic
connections. Optional air circulation in the cabin

Seat
With triple adjustment: longitudinal, vertical and lumbar.
Progressive spring, adjusting armrests and integrated
joystick holder (optional pneumatic version)

Levelling
Electronic bucket levelling and electronic parallelism with
forks.

Cooling system
High output, with radiator in alluminium with tilled masses,
for easy cleaning (optional fan drive + reverse)

“Z” Loader
High unloading height, high bucket excursion, strong lifting
and breakout force. New profile buckets for high penetration and capacity. Standard anti-usury steel blades

Brakes
With multiple disks in oil bath, on front axle acting on 4
wheels, with brake pump hydraulically operating
(on PL 155 and PL 165)

Transmission
Hydrostatic transmission, with two hydraulic motors connected to a mono-gears mechanic transfer, max automatic
speed from 0 to 40 km/h.

Axles
Carraro axles with proportional self-locking, acting on front
and rear axles. Rear oscillating axle
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1 Cabin with integral cell, equipped with heating system, mounted on 4
big anti-vibration points for an efficient noise and vibration isolation. The
wide glass surface, as well as the glass on the roof, gives great 360°
visibility, allowing the operator to view the loading bucket even at max
height. The seat, equipped with safety belts, is comfortable, with suspensions and with three adjusting positions. A document holder compartment is under the seat behind the backrest. The steering wheel is
adjustable.
2 The chassis is articulated with rear oscillating axle and the diesel is
in front in longitudinal position. These solutions allow the wheel loader
high stability and traction in all use conditions. The building structure is
designed for a coherence among balancing, traction force and hydraulic
power, which translate in optimal productivity, always assuring the max
reliability.
3 These wheel loaders are unique in their category, thanks to the patented
double telescopic boom.
An efficient solution to reach important outreaches and heights with maximum stability and visibility of the bucket load, with the performances
of a wheel loader

4

4 In every engine start, the dashboard detects the diesel functions, displaying diagnostic codes in case of default.
The wheel loader can be equipped with many attachments, easily interchangeable thanks to the standard mechanic quick bucket connection. Industry, construction, agriculture, ecology are the main possible
applications. All specific applications and required customizations are
evaluated for a possible feasibility. This multipurpose aspect is the result
of the Palazzani machines versatility.
Ordinary maintenance is easy because of the many points of interventions concentrated below the engine bonnet, locked with key. Here are
located the filters, liquids levels, the gasoil and hydraulic oil tanks, the
starter battery with safety lock. Air filter and hydraulic oil with higher
capacity are adopted for longer maintenance intervals.

MODELS

Steering
Engine

N° of cylinders - displacement
Injection - intake
Power range (kW) HP

MEDIUM RANGE

PL 155

PL 155HS

PL 165HS

ARTICULATED

ARTICULATED

ARTICULATED

ARTICULATED

4 - 3319
direct with EGR-natural
(53,25) - 71,35

4 - 3319
direct with EGR -natural
(53,25) - 71,35

4 - 3319
direct with EGR - turbo
(53,7) - 74

4 - 3319
direct with EGR - turbo
(55,3) - 74

1900 - 0,9
5574 - 4900
3250

2000 - 1,00
5574 - 5100
3335

2000 - 1,00
5409 - 5300
3335

2000 - 1,15
5409 - 5900
3335

PL 145

Loader data
Bucket width (mm) - volume (m3)
Tot. Length (mm) - max weight (kg)
Unloading height at the pin (mm)

HIGH RANGE - TELESCOPIC ARM

HIGH RANGE

PL 185

Steering
Engine

N° of cylinders - displacement
Injection - intake
Power range (kW) HP

Loader data
Bucket width (mm) - volume (m3)
Tot. Length (mm) - max weight (kg)
Unloading height at the pin (mm)

ARTICULATED

PL 195

ARTICULATED

PL 1105

ARTICULATED

4 - 4400
4 - 4400
4 - 4800
direct and electronic-turbo direct and electronic-turbo direct and electronic-turbo
(95,8) - 130
(95,8) - 130
(111) - 151

2350 - 1,5
6240 - 8650
3680

2540 - 2,10
6635 - 11850
3850

2400 - 1,60
6280 - 9360
3793

PT 182

PT 192

PT 1102

ARTICULATED

ARTICULATED

ARTICULATED

4 - 4400
direct and electronic-turbo
(95,8) - 130

4 - 4400
4 - 4800
direct and electronic-turbo direct and electronic-turbo
(95,8) - 130
(111) - 151

2250 - 1,4
6705 - 9000
4791 - 3987

2400 - 1,6
6707 - 9600
4936 - 4017

2540 - 2
7320 - 12200
5420 - 4360

Find all detailed characteristics on the technical sheet of the model you’re interested in

Snowblade
Wood grab
Paper and branches grab
Asphalt milling
Air conditioning - Theft protection
Front arm with hydraulic shredder
Video camera

Mixing bucket
Universal forks
Extra enlarged buckets
Multipurpose bucket 4:1
Longer arm
Blades

Sweeper
Hydraulic quick bucket connection
Bucket with higher unloading
Electronic weightinng system
Ride control
Front hydraulic kit

Your satisfaction is our success
MACHINE IN CONFORMITY TO
THE NEW MACHINES STANDARDS.

We reserve the right to change technical data, so all characteristics
are purely indicative. Pictures don’t show necessary the machine in
standard version.

Palazzani Industrie S.p.A.
Via del Pavione, 4 - 25050 PADERNO F.C. (Brescia) Italy
Tel. + 39 030 6857073 - Fax. + 39 030 657079
www.palazzani.it - info@palazzani.it

